
Abstract—We present a method for calibrating the Scanning
Laser Ophthalmoscope (SLO) that predicts radiant power at
any of 256 grayscale values (gsv) and 12 polarized filter
(polarizer) levels. Predicted power values, p(gsv), were deter-
mined by substitution into polynomials linearly transformed to
old or new power at p(0) and p(255). This was compared with
observed power values at 125 levels of attenuation/session.
Prediction accuracy was the proportion of nonsignificant pair-
wise comparisons (t-test, p=0.0001). We found that power
transformation between polarizers and within sessions has both
linear and nonlinear characteristics. Within polarizer and
between sessions, however, power transformation has linear
characteristics. A 5th-degree polynomial was individually fit,
at each polarizer, to session 1 power distributions of 9 gsv steps
(0, 31, 63, 95, 127, 159, 191, 223, 255). When adjusted to
p(255) and p(0) in new sessions, we obtained p(gsv) that pre-
dicted power at 25 gsv * 5 polarizers for 18 days with an accu-
racy of about 0.84. When only adjusted to p(255), predictive
accuracy was 0.81. 

Key words: calibration, computer, laser, ophthalmoscopy,
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INTRODUCTION

The Scanning Laser Ophthalmoscope (SLO) has
been used for perimetry, fixation, pursuit, acuity, and con-
trast sensitivity evaluations where precise control of visi-
ble stimulus presentations on the retina is essential
(1–12). A typical instrument (we tested SLO model #101,
Rodenstock, Germany) scans visible flux from a HeNe
laser (633 nm) directly onto the retina. The laser beam is
power attenuated, converged at the beam pivot (posi-
tioned in the patient’s natural pupil), then diverged onto
the patient’s retina (13). Therefore, all available power
from the SLO is manifest at the beam pivot.

Power attenuation occurs in two successive stages.
First, a filter-polarizer pair (polarizer) sets the power
level range (minimum to maximum) of the entire SLO
field at one of 12 levels (from 0–11). Next, an acousto-
optic modulator further attenuates the power of each indi-
vidual pixel element through 256 grayscale values
(gsv=0–255). A device internal to the SLO unit is
designed to measure radiant power, but only at gsv 255.
Determining values of radiant power in a clinical-evalua-
tion study requires external measurement of power versus
gsv with polarizer level as parameter. The power should
be repeatedly measured to average out noise. Much time
and effort would be saved if empirical plots of power
variation with gsv regressed onto a single polynomial
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function that predicted power variation with beam atten-
uation. For linear variation with polarizer, a single curve
fit for all polarizers would suffice. Nonlinear variation,
however, would require separate fits at all 12 polarizers.
We will investigate (1) whether the polarizer transforma-
tion of power as a function of gsv is indeed linear, (2)
how predictive accuracy varies with polynomial degree,
(3) how predictive accuracy varies with time, and (4) the
smallest number of gsv steps required to be measured and
fitted for maximum predictive accuracy.

METHODS

Radiant power measurements were made at the SLO
beam pivot with an LM-2 CW detector (Coherent Optics,
Inc.) attached to a Labmaster digital processor—PC cou-
ple. The processor provided analog-digital conversion;
the PC provided control of scan and gsv as well as data
acquisition, storage, and analysis. We examined a second
Generation SLO using full-field, uniform raster scan.
(Results were corroborated in a Generation 3 SLO and in
an upgraded Generation 1 SLO.) The power-sampling
period was 100 ms, exceeding the time required to com-
plete full-field scan (30 ms). Figure 1 schematizes the
arrangement.

Between increments in gsv, a 2-second interval was
introduced to provide for stabilization of power output.
Within a given measurement session, power was mea-
sured at 25 gsv steps (distributed in equal-interval
between steps 0 and 255) (14). This was performed in

ascending numerical order, repeated for a total of 20 mea-
surements (intended to average out noise), and repeated
again at each of 5 different polarizers (3, 5, 7, 9, and 11:
a sample of the entire SLO polarizer range). Including the
delay required for polarizer change (about 5 seconds), the
total time required to complete a measurement session
was: ((2 seconds/gsv * 25 gsv * 20 repetitions/polarizer)
1 5 seconds) * 5 polarizers=83.75 minutes. In all, five
measurement sessions were performed (on days 1, 2, 8,
11, and 18).

Data collection and analysis were performed in 8
stages.

1.  Acquisition of repeated SLO power measures.

2.  Calculation of averages and standard deviations
across each gsv for each polarizer and measurement
session. Power averages from all five measurement
sessions defined the power-gsv distribution and, with
no further alteration, provided our “observed power.”
At the same time, from the power averages of session
1 we obtained predicted power, “p(gsv).” This proce-
dure was performed in stages 3–6.

3.  Length reduction of session 1 power averages. Points
at gsv 0 and 255 were retained while those corre-
sponding to every other gsv step, step pair, or step
triplet were eliminated. This yielded four different
lengths of 25, 13, 9, and 7 equal-interval steps.

4.  Adjustment of their distributions to align minimum
and maximum points. Distributions were first translat-
ed so 0 gsv corresponded with 0 power (zero-transla-
tion), and then normalized so that 255 gsv
corresponded with unity. This adjustment defines a
linear transformation (translation and division by a
constant) of the power distribution that might occur
from a change in either polarizer or session. By
reversing the order (multiplying by a new polarizer-
session maximum and then translating to a new polar-
izer-session minimum) we linearly reconstitute the
power distribution.

5.  Polynomial regression of the zero-translated and nor-
malized distribution to obtain best-fitting regression
coefficients.

6.  Linear reconstitution of the polynomial using one of
four rescaling protocols: multiplication of the polyno-
mial by the maximum power from either the first ses-
sion (“old p(255)”) or from some later session (“new
p(255)”) followed by translation of the polynomial to
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Figure 1.
Instrumentation for control and measurement of the SLO.
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the power minimum of either the first (“old p(0)”) or
some later session (“new p(0)”). This provided us with
values of p(gsv).

7.  Statistical comparison of power distributions between
polarizers, performed by t-test pairwise comparisons
(15) of adjusted session 1 power distributions over 10
polarizer pair combinations. The two distributions
were assumed normal, with identical population vari-
ances estimated from the variances of repeated mea-
sures. We defined a significant (p=0.0001) difference
to indicate an incorrect match or prediction and a non-
significant difference to indicate a correct match or
prediction. Match accuracy was the proportion of non-
significant differences out of 25 comparisons (25
gsv/polarizer).

8.  Statistical comparison between p(gsv) and observed
power performed by t-test pairwise comparisons (15)
of between-session predicted and observed power dis-
tributions over five measurement sessions. Observed
power was assumed normal and its variance was esti-
mated from the variance of repeated measures. Again,
we defined a significant (p=0.0001) difference to indi-
cate an incorrect match or prediction and a non-sig-
nificant difference to indicate a correct match or
prediction. Predictive accuracy was the proportion of
nonsignificant differences out of 125 comparisons (25
gsv/polarizer * 5 polarizers).

RESULTS

First, we examined change in power within session
and between polarizers. We compared distributions that
were linearly transformed by either normalizing and
translating or just normalizing. Significant differences at
gsv other than 0 and 255 would indicate a nonlinear trans-
formation and would require separate curve fits at each
polarizer. 

Translated and normalized data for measurement
session 1 (typical of all later sessions) are shown in
Figure 2a. Significant differences exist between polariz-
ers. Figure 2b details this by showing the proportion of
nonsignificant power matches (match accuracy) at each
of 10 polarizer combinations. Results for both translated
and normalized or only normalized data are shown. High
match accuracy (0.80 to 1.00) is shown for polarizer com-
binations 5–7, 5–9, 7–9, 7–11, and 9–11; much lower
accuracy (0.04 to 0.44) is shown for the other 5 pairs

(3–5, 3–7, 3–9, 3–11, 5–11). Thus, for half our polarizer
combinations, a linear transformation is insufficient to
account for power change with polarizer. Because there
was perfect match accuracy (1.00) at only one polarizer
combination (5–7), we decided to curve-fit at each polar-
izer level.

Figure 2a.
Power at 25 gsv (from 0–255) and 5 polarizers (F=3, 5, 7, 9, 11) in
measurement session 1 translated (to 0 power at 0 gsv) and normalized
(to power at 255 gsv). At numerous gsv, power changes significantly
between polarizers.

Figure 2b.
Calculation of match accuracies for each of 10 polarizer pair combi-
nations. A linear transformation can account for most or all match dis-
crepancy in about half the polarizer combinations. For the remaining
half, however, a linear transformation is insufficient.
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Next, we determined the polynomial degree that max-
imized predictive accuracy. Figure 3shows how predictive
accuracy varies with polynomial degree (2–9). We see that
accuracy is a maximum (0.90) for polynomials of degree 5
and declines at both higher and lower values. Therefore,
0.90 is the maximum predictive accuracy attainable by
polynomial simulation of our power data.

Finally, we examined change in power between ses-
sions, within polarizer and determined the minimum num-
ber of gsv needed in regression. Figure 4 shows the
predictive accuracy provided by each of our four rescaling
protocols in each of five measurement sessions. In session
1, all protocols converge to a predictive accuracy of 0.90
(predicted and observed sessions are the same). In subse-
quent sessions, however, two trends are apparent. For pro-
tocols using old p(255) predictive accuracy declines below
0.20 and for protocols using new p(255) predictive accura-
cy remains above 0.74. This is true regardless of whether
the protocol uses new p(0) or old p(0). Within filter and
between session power changes linearly with gsv. We con-
clude there are linear power changes over sessions that are
specified by a change in the maximum power.

Figure 5 shows predictive accuracy (averaged over
sessions 1–5) of polynomials fit to gsv lengths of 7, 9, 13,
and 25 steps. The greatest accuracy (0.84) occurs with fits
to a power distribution length of 9 gsv using a rescaling pro-
tocol of new p(0) and new p(255). When old p(0) and new
p(255) are used instead, however, predictive accuracy is
only slightly lower (0.81), reinforcing the earlier finding
that linear power changes occur over sessions and are speci-
fiable by a change in the maximum power.

CONCLUSION

We propose that a 5th-degree polynomial fit to a
normalized power distribution of 9 gsv steps (0, 31, 63,
95, 127, 159, 191, 223, 255) for each individual polariz-
er and then multiplied into new maxima (p(255)) on
future sessions, will predict power at any of 256 gsv steps

Figure 3.
The accuracy of polynomials fit to observed session 1 power to pre-
dict those values. Polynomial degree ranged from 2 through 9.
Greatest accuracy (0.90) was obtained at degree 5.

Figure 4.
Duration of predictive accuracy for polynomials of degree 5.
Polynomials were linearly adjusted by one of four rescaling protocols
(see figure legend). Over 18 days, prediction accuracy is approxi-
mately the same regardless of whether polynomials are adjusted to
new session maxima and new session minima, or just adjusted to new
session maxima. See text for details.

Figure 5.
Predictive accuracy averaged over all sessions (days 1, 2, 8, 11, and 18).
Polynomials of degree 5 were fit to power distributions of 7, 9, 13, or 25
equal-interval gsv and 5 polarizer values. Polynomials were linearly
adjusted in one of four rescaling protocols (see figure legend). Maximum
predictive accuracy was achieved with only 9 gsv. See text for details.



and 12 polarizers for at least 18 days with an accuracy of
about 0.81.

Accurately and efficiently relating SLO radiant
power to the settings of laser beam attenuation is essen-
tial for visual function evaluation. The ability to accu-
rately set SLO power is especially critical for research
and clinical testing of scotoma density and contrast sen-
sitivity. The reliability of SLO power over time is also
essential for long-term studies that monitor progression
of scotomas and other visual impairment due to ocular
disease such as age-related macular degeneration.
However, none of the previous long-term SLO studies
cited reported how the variability of SLO power was con-
trolled (16–18). Indeed, many of the previous SLO stud-
ies have not even acknowledged in their visual function
testing the variability in power that we report. Thus, com-
paring studies or attempting to replicate previously
reported studies might be difficult if not impossible.
Differences in reported visual function values should be
due to changes in retinal and not instrumental function.
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